Introduction 1
The 17 th Century Dutch carte-a-figures presented an almost iconographic image in which the centre of the engraved geographical map sheet was supplemented and embellished by border representations of peoples and places. The ostensible aim of the cartographer was to try to provide the viewer with an encapsulation of the fundamental "essence" of the country or region displayed. In the 16 th & 17 th Century, Europe was the dominant Continental Power, a symbol of civilisation and culture, heiress of the great classical Empires of Greece and Rome. So she appeared in visual form on the title pages of the Great Atlases of the period, such as Abraham Ortelius' Theatrum Orbis Terrarum [Antwerp, 1570 [Antwerp, -1612 . 2 This same European Queen, first appeared in map form in 1537 in a design by Johannes Putsch or Bucius, which was widely popularised in the subsequent derivatives of Heinrich Bünting [1581] and Matthias Quad [1587] and in editions of Sebastian Munster's Cosmographia from 1588 onwards ( Figure 1 ). As well as offering a recognisable metaphor for Europe as the Queen of Culture and Civilisation, the map perhaps also provides a parallel political metaphor for contemporary 16 th Century Europe. Here is Europe the Holy Roman Empress or the Austro-Spanish Queen, representative of the extensive and all-powerful territorial dominions of the Hapsburg Empire of Charles V and Phillip II, her head in Spain and her heart in Bohemia. The first separate geographical map of the European continent was also published in the 1540 edition of Munster's Geographia. So Munster's two maps of Europe -the metaphorical iconographic Queen and the geographical Continent -point to two quite separate and divergent traditions of cartographic representation which in fact date back at least two centuries earlier. In the tradition of Munster's Queen, the World and its regions, were presented not as they appeared in the "reality" of contemporary cartographers, but as metaphors, their hidden deeper meanings conveyed through allegory and symbol and through the use of the imaginary and anthropomorphic. Indeed anthropomorphic cartography finds earliest expression in the remarkable work of the 14 th Century Pavian monk & Papal scribe, Opicinus de Canistris [b.1296] .
3
In Opicinus de Canistris's manuscript portolan chart of the Mediterranean c.1341, the coastlines of Southern Europe become the shape of a woman, whilst the features and form of her male suitor and companion follow the outline of the coasts of North Africa. There are many different strands and levels to this alternative tradition of map representation, unfortunately most of them beyond the scope of our consideration here. However in the 19 th Century a new and quite distinctive genre of European cartography emerged -the political cartoon map -which uniquely reflected and mirrored the momentous political and cultural changes that were transforming the landscape of Europe. (Figure 2 ), is one of the few recorded cartoon maps, indeed possibly the earliest of the genre, to depict the events of 1848, a year which witnessed popular uprising and revolution across much of mainland Europe. The map illustrates, in novel fashion, the way in which the forces of reaction and conservatism within the Austrian Empire -the Imperial Court, the political elite, the Church and priesthood and the Army symbolically retain the "reins of power", in the face of a powerful popular explosion for political change. These reins appear on the map as extended strands of a web of control emanating from a central group of army leaders, clerics and aristocrats, spreading outwards across the different political and ethnically diverse regions of the Empire into the hands of local conservative protagonists on the ground. 12 Many of the political cartoon maps of this period were published as separate loose sheets available from print shops and street vendors -Paul Hadol's famous map of 1870, for example, was offered for sale for a price of 20 centimes -cheap and accessible to the population at large. The simple design and striking and amusing imagery also made such maps popular at all levels of society, from the least literate to the best educated. Indeed one of the most interesting features of these maps is their relative lack of definitive political allegiance, bias or propaganda. They were ostensibly "drolatique", "allegoric" or " serio-comic". Indeed Paul Hadol's map, first published in French, also appeared in English, Italian, Dutch, and German language editions without revision, perhaps indicating that such maps were also acquiring a popularity in their own right, beyond national boundaries and any ostensible political message that they might convey, simply as amusing, entertaining and easily affordable collectors' items. The Political Cartoon Map & Propaganda 14 The advent of European-wide conflict in 1914, witnessed the transformation of the political cartoon map from medium of serio-comic satire into instrument of political propaganda. Indeed the political fall-out of the Treaty of Versailles [1919] and increasingly ideological, geo-political and global perspectives on European politics, meant that as a distinct and separate European-focused map genre it rapidly died a natural death. By now there were also new methods of mass media and communication -the cinema, the radio and the propaganda poster -through which satire and political (Figure 9 ) is an equally remarkable creation, an outlandish riot of different physiognomies and expressive faces whose shapes roughly follow the established political boundaries of contemporary Europe. Most dominant amongst them is the giant figure of Russia, a cultured and erudite gentleman sporting a wide-brimmed hat and wearing a monacle. This may perhaps symbolise Russia's growing cultural self-expression in the fields of literature, music and the arts.
17 Whether Belloguet's map had any deeper meanings beyond mere cocasserie (foolery) is not at all clear. Certainly it appears to lack any discernible political overtones and claims simply to "amuser et instruire" (amuse and instruct). The art of physiognomy sought to deduce hidden personal traits and characteristics from the visible features and From Satire to Propaganda 23 With the advent of War, the map of Europe was no longer "serio-comic", it was now militarized and politicized, a source of propaganda that could determine the difference between Allied or German Victory and Defeat. Amongst all of the combatant Powers, it rapidly became a question of winning hearts and minds and mobilising a patriotic spirit and the animosity of the general community against the common Enemy. Britain witnessed the creation of the War Propaganda Bureau th Century, the art of caricature and satirical writing had blossomed in Russia in the wake of the abortive 1905 Revolution, a milieu in which Moor had first learnt his craft as a caricature artist. Bolshevism quickly created a pantheon of iconographic national heroes, foremost amongst these the Russian worker, often depicted as a blacksmith at his forge, and the Red Army guard. An equally formalised Bolshevik demonology of state enemies -both at home and abroad -also emerges on posters of this period. In Dmitri Moor's Be On Your Guard! [Moscow, Russia, 1921] , the giant figure of a Red Guard, almost blending and merging into the shape and form of the Russian map on 2 ." So we note that the most enduring and resonant image in satirical maps and posters throughout this period between 1845 and 1945 is not any specific symbol found embedded in ancient European ritual, High Art or classical culture. It is in fact one of the most sinister and menacing images of the actuality of politics and power -that of the allentangling octopus and the spider weaving its web. The Swiss psycho-analyst Carl Jung actually considered the spider's web as neither menacing nor sinister but rather as a symbol of wholeness, what he called a mandala, representing transformation, harmony and integration. Jung asserted that its symbolic wholeness derived from its circular formation, its ordered construction & unique pattern of inter-linked connections, and its underlying creative complexity. Perhaps Jung's spider's web mandala is in fact a fitting modern metaphor for the new supranational European political ideal of the late 20 th Century. Otto von Bismarck stated that "Anyone who speaks of Europe is wrong, it is a geographical expression". Present-day Europe is clearly much more than Von Bismarck's simple "geographical expression". It has, what is described in the European Commission's oft-repeated dictum, a "unity in diversity", a cultural diversity and unique symbolic Bringing the map to life: European satirical maps Belgeo, 3-4 | 2012 iconography and heritage that so vibrantly comes to life in the satirical map of Europe between 1845 and 1945. In relation to the vision of a new supranational European unity and identity, as first proposed 50 years ago in the signing of the Treaty of Rome in 1957, Otto von Habsburg noted that Europe derived its strength and force from the richness of its autonomous cultures and languages and that a political formation needed to be found that would hold that diversity together whilst simultaneously preserving the rich hues of autonomous cultural colour. Perhaps it is no coincidence that the Treaty of Rome was signed in March 1957, precisely 420 years after the design of Johannes Bucius' earlier metaphorical map of the European Queen, an image of Renaissance Europe, equally rich in its wide-ranging hues of colour and with an equally powerful and unifying resonance and symbolism, not least to Otto van Habsburg's own 16 th Century Imperial ancestors. 
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